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ENGLISH SUMMARY
UFO observations (pp. 2-8)
A bright object “illuminated by the moon” that was observed over three hours hovering
still over Willingen-Usseln on 22. September 2010 was identified and verified as the
planet Jupiter.
A tiny grey spot that appeared on a mobile phone photo taken on 7 August 2010 at
Wacken and interpreted by the witness as a space ship was more likely an insect,
bird, or balloon.
Two bright objects observed for 20 seconds, and photographed on 6 July 2010 over
Leipzig are identified as possibly foil balloons.
A fast moving light observed hovering one morning in 1991/2 at AachenVerlautenheide most likely was an airplane light.
USO Reports From Germany, Part 3 (pp. 9-12)
The article lists an additional 13 USO sightings from Germany. The cases are mainly
identified, and they allow no postulation of a real unidentified phenomenon.
The Men-in-Black Phenomenon in the German Speaking Countries (pp. 13-21)
In the first part of this article, Natale Guido Cincinnati chronologically lists and
describes 13 MIB-cases from Germany and Austria.
Indian Traditions and Ancient Astronauts, Part 2 (pp. 22-25)
In the second part of his article, André Kramer describes the alleged ancient Indian
description of a nuclear attack. He shows that, rather than referring to the original
quote, authors from Däniken to Berlitz simply copied the (completely false)
information given by Adamski and Leslie. Leslie collaged several widely separated
and unrelated sentences from the Mahabharata into a single paragraph. Later authors
still further misquoted and de-contextualized these sentences.
UFOs – Phenomenon or »Phantom Phenomenon«? (pp. 26-29)
Do the Problematic and Good-UFO cases of the GEP refer to a single, unified and
unidentified phenomenon or not? The author suggests that analyzing all “problematic”
and “good” UFO cases by classification (NL, DD etc.) to see whether what results is a
single phenomenon, or if UFOs, as IFOs, are rather an umbrella term for various, and
probably conventional, stimuli.
Analysis of GEP’s Unexplained Cases (pp. 30-32)
Danny Ammon lists all GEP cases labeled PROBLEMATIC or GOOD UFO (52 in all)
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